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of the self-imposed isolation created by its dogmatic approach to politics and its slaviah
dependence on quotations and ready-made formulae.
Regrettably, many groups prefer 'purity' to mass involvement, but there are grounds for
optimism insofar that some groups have also, independently, reached similar conclusions to
ourselves and discussions are taking place.
There will not be any 'instant' Party created, for there is, as yet, a long road ahead
but as we said, we are optimistic.
We would appeal to readers who accept the general line of Defence of National Sovereignty
as the main task at this stage to let us have their ideas, with a view to closer co-operation.
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TWO '' ROADS

As the slump continues to deepen it is
increasingly evident that 'the system' is
in command, It is functioning in accordance with its own internal laws of development irrespective of the actions of those
who worship its principles but desire to
modify their operation.
Instead of man moving towards greater
control of his environment, as afforded by
the advancement of science, it cannot be
denied that the puny efforts of the statesmen of the capitalist world are ineffectual.

At a time ~hen technological advance provides the practical possibility of abolishing want from the face of our planet we are
-faced with the spectre of increasing poverty. Factories stand idle and people, .denied productive employment, are sustained
out of the surplus created by those still
in productive work. There is 'excess capacity' at the same time that people are
denied the necessities of a cultured life
and even the basic necessities of existence.
This situation is not new to capitalism
although it is outside the direct experience of the younger generation. It is
proof of the Marxist theory that under the
capitalist 10de of production, productive
capacity expands faster ~han the ~arket can
absorb ib products.
'Surplus capacity' it created as production it c_ut _•~~~ to correspond with effective

demand or, to put it another way, until the
goods can once more be sold at a profit.
This phenomenon is universal in all capitalist countries but its effect is uneven.
For instance, it may be concluded fro~
the previous paragraphs that the country
with the greatest productive potential per
head vill have the highest rate of une~loy
ment but as readers vill no doubt have already observed, this is not necessarily the
case. Japan and West Germany, for example,
have a much higher productive potential per
head than the U.K. but their rate of unemploy~ent is lover.
The reason for this apparent contradiction between theory and practice is that
capitalist countries do not operate closed
controlled economies. They are market economies operating in a world capitalist aarket in which success is me~sured by the
share of vorld trade which a country can
grab for itself, or to put it another way,
the one which can obtain and maintain a
surplus of exports over imports - a favourable balance of trade, (i.e. West Germany
and Japan). The unsuccessful are those
which persistently have an unfavourable
balance of trade.
This is in accordance vith the principles
on vhich capitalist trade is based, the concept of a free vorld aarket.
One of the exponents of this viev is
Malcola Crawford, Financial [ditor'of the
Sunday lites. He argues that free trade
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must be beneficial because it is based on
specialisation of production according to
comparative advantage.
Being interpreted, this means that if the
laws of the market are allowed to dominate
economic development 1 products will be produced in those areas where they can be produced most efficiently. This may appear to
be an attractive proposition, that is until
the matter is considered in greater depth
from the standpoint of the interests of the
mass of the people.
It is obvious that minerals can only be
extracted from the earth in the geographical location determined by nature. likewise, climactic conditions influence the
k~nd of crops that can be grown in a given
area.
However, the process of manufacture increases mankind's potential to order his . environment in ways most suitable to his own
needs. It may be sited according to the
distribution of population or with an eye
to the need for a redistribution of the
population for social, military, or other
reasons, as well as the purely economic.
Reliance solely on market forces can often bring about a siting or re-siting of a
manufacturing process in a geographical location which is socially undesirable.
As we are considering this subject in the
context of a capitalist world market, the
term efficiency becomes synonymous with
profitability. This means that capital
will tend to flow into areas where it will
yield the highest profit.
This is most clearly exhibited by the activities.of th~ transnation~l corporations
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and finance houses based in the U.K. which
invest capital overseas in pursuit of the
highest profit without regard to its effects on the national economy.
The U.K. is the largest ho~e country,
after the U.S.A., of transnational companies with a total stock of U.K. investment
overseas of £18 billion in June 1977. In
1971 the United Nations estimated that U.K.
companies produced over twice as much
abroad as they produced in the U.K. The
Department of Trade estimates that up to
35~ of U.K. overseas investment may compete
directly with potential U.K. exports. Not
very patriotic, but undoubtedly ~good for
business".
This high export of capital has been one
of the major factors in the decline of manufacturing industry in the U.K. According
to government statistics, investment per
worker in the U.K. in 1971 was less than
half that in France, Japan, or the U.S.A.,
&Bd well below that of West Germany or
Italy.
Since then, investment in manufacturing
has fallen in the U.K. in real terms (allowing for inflation). As a consequence,
the import of manufactured goods into the
U.K. has increased from 11.3% of total requirements in 1970 to 18.4% in 1976.
As a result, increases in purchasing power, instead of creating more jobs in Britain,
has resulted in an increase in imports, with
a detrimental effect on the Balance of Payments. This has been compounded by the
policies pursued by successive governments,
both labour and Tory, which ·have favoured
the growth of non-productive employment at
the expense of productive employment.

Since ~960, ~anufactijrinq output as a
proportion of total U.K. output has fallen
from 35% in 1960 to 3J.J% in 1965-69 and
to 32.8% in 1969-73

sed by Aritish ~orkers. One of the reasons
for Poland placing the order outside its
own country is that fts own yards are working to capacity building ships for Britishowned shipping lines.

Over the· same period, the share of Manufacturing investment in total investment
fell fro~ 23.8% to 20.2% and the share of
manufacturing employment in total employment fell from 33.3% to 31.9%.

·rt in 1968, 10% in 1973, 141, in 1974, and
13% in 19'15. This is all the more serious

Since 1973, manufacturing output, investment and employment have fallen by more
than 6% and is still falling, :-lanufacturing
now constitutes less than 30% of total output.
One does not have to be an economic wizard to appreciate that a society in which
the manufacturing base is declining is in
for some hard times,
Of course, import penetration has taken
place in capital as well as consumer goods,
and shipbuilding is one example, as the
following table indicates:
Millions gross tonnes
foreign Built
added to U.K. merchant fleet
1970
1971
1972

1973
1974
1975

1976

2. 7
3.2

3.6
4.1

61.1%

74.3%
76.7'1.

In Iron and Steel, import penetration was
when one considers the surplus capacity
existing in S.tee l. Bi 11 Sirs, Ger:eral Sec·
retary of the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation, said in an interview in the Times
in January this year:
"We have now reached a position in
the industry where we have borrowed so
much money that we have got to pay £210
million in interest every year before
we roll a ton of steel. What we have
to remember is that we are paying for
units of invest~ent that, when corpleted
will just stand idle because they will
not be needed immediately and maybe not
be used for a very long time.•
Two Sector Working Parties have reported
to the National Economic Development Council that the surplus capacity in the Electronic Consumer Goods, and Heavy Electrical
Machinery Industries is so great that there
is no likelihood of it ever being fully
utilized.

83.7'~

3.8

75.fJf,

2.9
2.1

72.'Jf.
51.3%

This at a time when our own shipyards are
starved for lack of orders and the Government, to alleviate the situation, has entere~ into agreement with Poland to build ships
for a joint Bri tish..Polish shippi~g line at
.below the cost of production, i.e. subsidi·

In the automobile industry worldwide,
each of the major producers is laying down
new productive capacity; ·this, in the knowledge that the vorld ~arket for cars is
near saturation point. But of course it is
always the competitor w~o is expanding too
fast.
Michael Ed~ardes, chairman of British
Leyland, in an address to the American
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of Commerce, said that the Japanese
are invastitg in extra capacity which could
only be directed to exports. If Japan dropped its opposition to imports, it would
only mean that it would hava more of its
own to export.

Cha~r.ber

~This

is irresponsible. They have got
to show more discipline and have sacond
thoughts about laying down enormous capacity that world markets will not be
able to take. !r
These examples illustrate, amongst other
things, the anarchy created by capitalist
int e rnatio~ai trade relations and although
the relative _backwardness of the U.K. econ• omy cannot be entirely attributed to this,
it has undoubtedly b6en a major factor.

At the time Oavid Ricardo (1772-1823),
the bourgeois classical economist, propounded his principle of specialisation of production according to comparative advantage
all was well because Britain vas then the
1workshop of the world 1 and hence held all
the advantages.
As more countries becam~ industrialised
the 1advantagei has passed to others iri
~any fields, as the following table shows:
. Imports as %of
U.K. consumption Main
Category
1970
1977 ~
Chemicals

2?%

W. Germany
Holland
U.S.A. France

Iron and
Steel

4

15%

W,

Ger~any

Holland
Sweden

Mechanical

19%

32%

Engineering

Instrument
Engineering

3fJ;'Z

Electrical
Engineering

1s:z

Vehicles

12%

Other Metal
Goods
Textiles

w.

Germany

U. S.A.
li. Germany

36!~

U, S.A. Japan
w.. Germany

6%

Jn

w.

13%

li. Germany

Germany

Franee Japan

U.S.A.

14%

Clothing & 12%
Footwear
Paper,

55%

U.S.A.

19%

ll%

w.

25%

Hong Kong

Ita ly
2J'!,

Printing,
Publishing
All manufac- '17%
tured goads

Germany
Ireland
Italy

Finland
Sweden
Canada

25%

Of course, in the interim, the consumer
is given greater choice as the manufacturers
from different countries enter into competition in the home market, but sooner or .
later competition is narrowed down or virtuall y eliminated and those manufacturers
who have 'comparative advantage' over the
others come to rule the roost.
This applies both to complete items and
sub-assEmbl.ies or individual components.
If there is more profit to be made in the
U.K. by importing these things than making
them here, then the national interest is

ignored. Soae of these
as a virtue.

i~Porters

treat it

An advertisement of Pye ttd. in the Hifi journal 'Music for Pleasure' contains
the following passages:
•The Hi-fi Sound Projects range is
unique to Pye - coaaissioned in Japan,
offering you the latest in styling,
circuitry and facilities, and designed
from scratch to meet the very high
specifications laid down by Pye.
The equipment is designed and built
for Pye by the world's leading experts
in hi-fi technology.•
We consider that these fev instances are
sufficient to condemn the free tarket principle but consider the situation that is
developing as more Third World countries
establish 1anufacturing industries of their
own. As they enter progressively into
world aarkets with their products, 1 co~Par
ative advantage' is on their side due to a
co~bination of rock bottoa labour costs and
fairly advanced production methods.
Britain lost its supremacy to the other
countries of Europe. the U.S.A. and Japan.
now they are beginning to lose it to the
Third World.

·· protesting when Barclay's Bank provided finance for the building of a car plant in
South Korea. Neither have we heard of any
objections from British Shipbuilders to the
loan of £11,300,000 made to South Korea by
Lloyds Bank International and tazard Bros.
for the purpose of expanding its shipbuilding industry.
Investments of a si•ilar. kind are also
1ade by British, french, W. German, Aeeric•
an banks and companies in Brazil, Mexico 1
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other places.
By this means they use the 1 threat 1 of

cheap foreign produced goods to keep wages
in the home country down to 1competitive 1
levels as an 1 alternative 1 to unemployaent.
In the process the corporations beco•e
richer, more powerful, and eore able to exploit for their own ends the contradictions
between the workers of the different countries.
The coMPlexity of these international activities make it easier for the• to sow confusion amongst the working class regarding
the real causes of une.ployment, stagnating
production and falling living standards and
the politicians of each country can lay
these things at the door of external events.

The finance for this coaes, in the •ain.
from the financial institutions and transnational corporations of the industrially
developed countries, even though the things
produced are often in direct coapetition
with those produced in the hoae country.

Thus when Callaghan, Healey, and eo. are
taken to task over the level of unetploy~ent they ascribe it to world conditions
and fudge the question of vhat is to be
done with the U.K. econoey by coaing up
with 1plans 1 to get international agreeaent
to 1easures to 'get the world econo1y
aoving'•

~r. Edwardes of British teyland had a lot
to say about the expansion of the Japanese
car industry- but there
is no record of hit
--

For ao=e tite Vest Geraany has been what
the Aaericans call the 1fall guy•. Britain,
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according to Callaghan, cannot afford to
1 reflate 1 because of the 1weak 1 economy but
West Germany, because af its 1strong 1 econo~y. can - that is, according to the experts of almost every other country. Theoretically, this should expand the market in
West Germany, thus opening the way, provid·
ing the opportunity for the weaker countries
to increase their sales there and so help
redress the imbalance between West Germany
and themselves.
Chancellor Schmidt reasons that if the
West German economy is 1reflated 1 , (i.e.
more money or credit is pumped into it),
this will lead to inflation which would
lead to higher costs, thus threatening its
exports. As about one third of West
Germany's manufacturing output is exported
it is easy to see the cause for his reluc·
tance.
Political pressure may compel some move
in this direction but all the experts agree
that it will be insufficient to get the
capitalist world out of the doldrums.
It can be seen that underlying all this,
the problem facing the capitalist class is
that of finding markets for the products of
their respective industries. As home markets are limited by the constraints imposed
by the capitalist system, external markets
must be found for the surpluses.
Aggregated, these take the form of an international surplus of either goods or productive capacity but the international di·
mansions which this apparently givea is misleading and only serves to obscure the fact
that the problem of surpluses is, in the
first place, a national one.
This appears to fly in the face of U.K.
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experience where there is a chronic deficit
on the visible balance of payments, i.e.
more goods are imported than exported.
If this were the vhole story, drastic
changes would have already been made in
terms of lower living standards and/or
greater· attention to manufacturing industry
One of the reasons why this stage has not
(yet) been reached is that the trade defic·
it in 1 visibles 1 has been counterbalanced
by income from 'invisible exports•, i.e.
services provided by U.K. based institutions for foreigners such as Tour·ism, Insurance, Income from Capital invested over·
seas, etc.
The City, that conglomeration of financ·
ial interest which profits from this state
of affairs, does its best to foster the il·
lusion that in so doing, it actually create
wealth but in reality it only syphons~
some of the wealth created by the working
people of other countries.
The services so provided appear to be a
stable addition to the national income but
sooner or later the·pre·eminent position
which the City nov occupies in the world of
finance will be eroded in the same way
that British manufacturing superiority was
eroded.
In the final analysis we can only live 01
the wealth that we ourselves create by our
own labou~. We are therefore in the eont~
dietary position of, on the one hand, not
producing sufficient material wealth to saisfy our needs whilst on the other, conda111!
ing productive eapaci ty, labour and machin·
ery to enforced idleness.
As we said earlier, this is essentially
problem created by the capitalist system i

each country but the world market economy ·
operates against the interests of the working class of every country in eajor·ways.

r

1. The international division of labour

{production) which it creates, distorts the
economy of each individual state.

2. It obscures the fact that the international surpluses created in times of slump
are merely aggregates of all the national
surpluses, so directing attention away from
the contradictions within each capitalist
society which give rise to them.
At the present time the world market is
very unstable because of the sharpening
contradictions between capitalist states
brought about by the struggle to re-divide
a static or even declining 'arket.
Although this is essentially a fight between capitalists, the working class is
drawn willy-nilly into the conflict as
their immediate interests are threatened,
that is, as their jobs or earnings are en·
dangered due to inability to compete with
foreign produced goods.
This being so, in tbe absence of an alternative strategy the working class is liable to be dragged at the coat tails of the
capitalist class. It is a fact of life
that those who fight on day to day issues
without having a general strategy to guide
them will, as often as not, end up by accepting the de facto leadership of those
who have.
This is already revealing itself through
the utterence·s of so"'e union officials,
shop stewards, and other working clas~ activists who glibly talk about ~the need to
improve ~rket shares'.

The working class cannot remain aloof or
detach itself from this inter-capitalist
struggle because it concerns its bread and
butter, therefore it must adopt a strategy
which will enable it to take an independent
stance on each issue as it arises.

As far as international trade is concerned, we believe that the only feasible al·
ternative to the present arrangement that
· is based on comparative advantage - international competition • is for trade to be
based on o.utual social benefit.
From this standpoint it becomes easier to
define our attitude to improving world market shares' on the one hand, or tarrif barriers on the other.
We have no right to unload our surpluses
and consequently our unemployment onto
workers in other countries and, by the same
token, we have the right to take preventive
action to safeguard our own jobs and conditions.
In practical terms, it is up to us to
concentrate attention on the latter aspect
because it is the one over which we can exercise some control if we set our minds to

H.
Tarrif barriers, i~ort quotas, etc. can
be valuable tools in this respect but it
all depends whose interests they serve.
For instance, if the imposition of import
controls gave a domestic manufacturer a
virtual monopoly this could, in the absence
of effective price control, give him the
opportunity to raise prices unduly.
Again, across the board tarrifs or i~ort
embargoes of manufactured goods could be
counterproductive if U.K. production facil7

Hies were inadequate for sped fie items.
A letter to the Times makes the point
very well:
1

Sir, Over the past week I and eleven

other final year engineering science
and business management undergraduates
from this university have been 'v.isiting
three large industrial concerns in the
North-east, their ~ctivities varying
from the manufacture of tu(btne generators to chemicals to founding and
forging.
in view of the apparent widespread
use of imported machinery, radial com·
pressers and heavy lathes, for instance,
it has been interesting to hear the
Prime Minister's .exhortations to
British industry to buy British, and
all the more so in the light of the replies made by our hosts when asked
· about the distin~:;t lack of domesi:ically
manufactured equipment. The 'response
was repeated again and again: 0 There
are no Sri tish models on the market."
Clearly this does not apply to every
industrial sector, but when discussing
the cases where British competition has
been li:iped out, we would surely be being dishonest if we did not point out
the disastrous failure of the now defund home manufacturers to respond
rapidly enough to basic changes in
. market requirements. for example, why
is it that this country 1 s foremost chelll·
icals manufacturer, when constructing
what is now the world 1 s largest single
ammonia producing plapt and finding no
British turbo-conJI)res'sors on the market,
had to buy German units?
I, for one, would prefer to see less
finger-pointing at foreign •uneconomic'
prices and more frank but constructive

criticism of our own performance, particularly in the context of developing
af the right time the type of pl"oduct
required. 1
This experience can be multiplied many
times. It is pretty evident that protectionist measures must extend beyond tarrif
barriers, etc. to a reconstruction of industry so that it can saHsfy domestic ·
needs in both capital and consumer goods.
It must be obviotls to all but the blindest supporters of Sir Keith Joseph that

this cannot be brought about through reliance on market forces.

It can also be asserted that the kind of
state intervention in the economy as prac·
tised W successive post-war governments,
both Tory and labour, has not been conspic·
uous by its success, as the present state
of th~ eJ;onomy proves.
The best that can ·be said for it is that
it has propped up the system at points

strategically critical for the continued
existence of the state, e.g. Iron and
Steel, Al.lrospace, Shipb.uilding, and to a
cadain extent Rail Transport~
This is ~ot a condemnation of state in·
tervention as such, for as the 1 free market'

is no longer a workable proposition, the
only alternative is a system which is soci·
ally accountable in a real economic and po·
litical sense.
The main reason. for the failure of the
presanl form of state intervention is that
it is based on acceptance of market princi·
pals..
·.,

'i"

·

Money has been p~mped into industry with

the express purpose of making them 1 more
competitive' in the world market so that
U.K. based industries could increase their
share of world trade. This has nothing at
all to do with making tne whole economy more
efficient or as the accountants say, »more
cost effective".

For instance, whilst output per man hour
has more than doubled over the past thirty
years, the total output has not increased
pr-oportionally because the numbers employed
in the productive industries has falle·n.
At the same time the numbers of non producers have increased, both by an increase in
unemployment and in employment in the serv~
ice and government sector.
Tflis indicates that although the cost per
unit of output of individual companies and
of manufacturing industry as a whole has decreased due to higher productivity at the
point of production, the social cost (that
is the cost per unit of output, taking the
economy as a whole) has not decreased at the
same rate and may even have increased.
This, incidentally, is one of the causes
of inflation; why a 10% increase in wages
at the point of production results in increases of 30% or 40% to the consumer.

which would have otherwise ceased product~
ion. A similar thing takes place in Job
Creation Schemes. The supporters of this
method argue that the cost of maintaining
people in this way is little ~ore than if
they were drawing Social Security benefits
and has the additional advantaqe of enabling people to keep their self respect;
whereas enforced idleness is destructive of
morale • .
If these were just stop gap measures to
gain time iihile a restructuring of the eccnomy got under way there could be little
disagreement, but in the absence of such a
perspective they ar·e merely a cosmetic for
the purpose ot conGealing the unavoidable
consequences which flow from the operation
of market forces.

The advocates of the maF~et economy claim
that it ensures lhe most efficient use of
capital. This has a modicum of truth in it
in the short term but in the longer term it
stimulates a growth in productive capacity
that the market cannot absorb (unplanned
expansion). This may be because people do
not want any more of the particular product
at· do not have the money to buy it but, for
whatever reason, a surplus is created.

~ent.

As the surplus begins to reveal itself,
competition sharpens, the rate of profit
tends to decline and the least profitable
firms go out of business, that is unless a
state subsidy is forthcoming. In most
cases this is only softening the blow because jobs are ultimately lost through
rationalisation.

It is maintained in some ·quaders that
the state goes some way towards accept~g
this criteria vhen it uses money raised
through general taxation to subsidise firms

If one thinks about it, this word is vell
chosen. What happens is that a central
authority, sometimes a group of capitalists,
sometimes the state, steps in ar.d destroys

Tha logical thing to do would be to take
social costs per unit of output as the
principal measure of overall efficiency and
plan the economy accordingly by making it
possible for all able bodied people to be
engaged in some socially necessary employ-
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In our experience, the majority of people
regard international affairs as a hall of a
mass in which nothinQ makes sense, and on
the whole they are not very much concerned.
Irritati~n is expressed ~hen an international dispute spills over, and soma Arab or
Israeli is assassinated in London but the
concern is mainly centred around how to obtain a greater degree of isolation from international events rather than greater involvement in them.
Generally speaking, this world turmoil is
regarded as a purely external affait' which
should not concern nor affect us. Even the
bloodshed in Northern Ireland receives
scant attention now. Whilst the overseventy's generation tend to ha~k back to
days of greater 1 stabili ty 1 , the majority
have learned to live with the situation as
it is.
This reaction is due to the psychological
survival kit with which most human beings
are equipped but it has two aspects.
On the one hand, it enables people to re·
tain a degree of mental balance by concen·
trating on things that they. understand,
whilst pushing into the back of their minds
the things they do not understand which
tend to mentally dostabilise them.
The other aspect is that it tends to en·
courage the ostrich mentality of burying
the head in the sand on the principle that
a danger not recognised does not exist.
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There is little that can be done for con·
firmed ostriches, but objective reality is
such. that the majority will find it increasin{]ly difficult to consign political affaira
to the back of their minds. Ever~ country
in the ~orld will be affected by this tur·
moil and Britain is no exception.

For reasons given in other articles in
this journal, IJnless drastic changes are
Hlade in the economic and political struc•
ture of this country. the end result can
only be a deterioration in social standards
for the mass of the people, but interwoven
with this is the growing danger of another
.world wa1·.

So there is a contradiction between the
objective need for mass activity to bring
about the changes required by the new cir·
cumstances and the fairly widespread reluc·
tance to become involved in anything other
than that demanded by narrow self-interest,
We have found that there are two main rea·
sons for reluctance to become involved.
One is that a particular subject is par·
ceivad to have no objective connection .with
their everyday lives. The other is that
they feel helpless to influence events and
this results in frustration which expresses
itself in either senseless wrecking or an
attempt to take refuge in cynicism, both of
which are the anti~hesis of revolutionary
activity.
When people

s~_y •things

don't make sense•

~at they mean

is that they cannot fit the
observed events into a comprehensive pattern, a theory. To the extent that they
are able to do so, their fighting ability
is enhanced because they can then discern
where their true interests lie, who are
their real friends and who their real
enemies.
The need for a theory to explain the relationship between events and political and
economic forces in the contemporary world
is therefore of paramount importan.ce. In
our view the Three liorlds 1 Theory put forward by Mao Tsa Tung ·fills the bill in this

'\.!:~spect.

Abooklet entitled ~chairman Mao's Theory
of the Differentiation of the Three Worlds
is a Major Cnntr.ibution to Marxism-ltniniamft
ia available from Guanghwa Co,, 9 Nawport
Place, London, W,C,2 •• price 15p.

We recommend it be obtained and carefully
studied. Below we summarise it and at the
same the sake some interpretations and
draw some conclusions which we are sure
will be criticisad and questioned~ and hopefully lead to some activity,

They have for long been exploited by imperialism and· now~ having for the most part
won nominal independence, they are faced
with the task of winning ·complete political
and economic independence.
As imperialism can only exist by the con·
tinued and intensified exploitation of the
third world, these countries are the most
consistent and resolute opponents of imper·
ialism and will ultimately destroy the
foundation on which imperialism depends for
its survival.
The first World - The Superpowers
Why Superpowers? The U.S.A. and the
Soviet Union between them possess 40% of
the world's gross national ·product. Each
of them has an output that is greater than
that of West Germany, France, .and Britain
combined.
In military strength no other country is
remotely on a par with either of ·them. In
terms of military expenditure theyeach ex·
ceed that of Japan, Europe, and Canada combined,
}he United States

According to this theory, the world is
now divided into three groupings, each with
its specific characteristics.
The Third World
This comprises the countries of A~ia (with
the exception of Japan), la"tin America, the
Middle East, Africa, and some other smaller
regions.
The. total population of. these areas is up.
wards of 3,000 lllillion, an oven~hellrlng aajority 'of the .~~rlq's total p~pulation.

The enormous ~rowth of the productive and
military capacity of the U,S, during and im·
mediately after the second world war gave
rise to a belief that this was to be the
American Century,
Mainly by virtue of its colossal economic
superiority it was able to oust the smaller
imperialist states from what they had previously regarded as their own exclusive pre·
serves; India and the Middle East are tWo
examples.
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Its penetration into third world countries
was also facilitated by the widely-held belief that its anti-colonialism was synonymous with anti-imperialism. As awareness
grew that it was just a matter of one imperialism being supp1anted by another, more
powerful one, resistance began to develop
which necessitated the use of armed force
by the U.S. to supplement its economic power in the third world. The result was a
series of military adventures in South
America, Lebanon, Korea, and Viet Nam where
its myth of invincibility was finally shattered.

In the early post-war years U.S. imperialism was able to peneh·ate the economies of
the European capitalist states to an extent
'which threatened their national sovereignty
and it harboured the dream of pressurising
them into joining with it in 'pushing back
the frontiers of communism', that is, of
'liberating' the states of [astern £ur9pe
as a prelude to 1liberating 1 the Soviet
people.
Several factors combined to drive U.S.
imperialism on to the defensive. They included the rapid rebuilding of the wardevastated Soviet economy, its production
of the H-bomb, and its general military preparedness. The reluctance of the West
European states to become embroiled in such
a venture, which was strengthened by their
struggle to break free of U.S. domination,
was another set-back for the U.S. Finally
there were the military reverses in the
Third World.
The

So~iet

Union

After the death of Stalin the character
of the state began to change and this was
reflected in its external policies.
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Formerly its armed forces were concerned
with the defence of its own territory and
that of its allies from external attack.
Now, the quest for more military/naval bases
all over the world, coupled with a military
potential that far exceeds its defence requirements, points to a strategy of expan·
sion backed by armed torce it necessary.
Its theoretical justification for t his
expansionism is that the contradiction between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat,
capitalism and 1 socialism 1 , will be resol·
ved in the struggle between capitalism as a
world system and 'socialism' as a world
system, a.nd that the main task of prolatar~
i an internationalism is to strengthen the
latter.
~Internationalism implies unity of
the socialist community, with each socialist country discharging its internationalist duty to the full by promoting the construction of socialism and
communism and pursuing a home and international policy that strengthens the
world system, the overiding factor (our
emphasis} of the revolutionary movement.• p,488 ~Marxism-leninism on
Proletarian Internationalism•. Progress
Publishers, Moscow

It may be argued that this 'socialist'
world system which is the result of planning is preferable to the capitalist world
system which relies basically on market
forces to regulate the geographical distri·
bution of production. It is our view that
the difference between the two systems is
one of·method rather than principle.
In the capit~list world market the geo~
graphical distribution of productive forces
is determined by comparative advantage. In

the socialist world 111arket this distribution
is the result of political decisions, but
these are arrived at on the basis of roughly the same criteria.

seize any oppodunity to overthrow the pre·
sent regimes in these countries, all in the
interests of "strengthening the ~ocialis't
community 9 •

In ifs extreme form the international division of labour ~ould mean that each country would specialise in those commodities
which it could produce most effici~ntly • .
Theoretically this should result ·in greater
overall efficiency. This is extremely
doubtful, even on a purely etonomic cr'iter•
ia, but it is its political implications
that ar·e the most important, especially
when the stated interltion is to integrate
the economies of the countries concerned.

The Soviet Union has not made attempts at
armed intervention in the affairs of these
states for a number of reasons, not least
of which is the prospect that it would spark
off a military response from the NATO powers.
The moves to establish closer links between
China and the East European states on the
one hand, and the capitalist states of
Western Europe is therefore to be wecomed.

The ability of the people of a country or
region to determine their own destiny is
largely bound up with their capability to
provide the necessaries of life for themselves, therefore if integration is on the
basis of a high degree of specialisation
their independence is correspondingly dimi·
nished. This is particularly so ~hen the
1partner 1 possess.es an economy 11hich is
much bigger, more powerful and more. inherently self-sufficient in terms of ra11 materials, etc. When the armed forces are
also integrated, the hegemony is almost
complete.
This is evident in the relations between
most of t he states of Eastern Europe on the
one hand, and the Soviet Union on the other.
Any opposition to this unequal relaticnship
is branded as a bourgeois tendency vhich
threatens to undermine proletarian internationalism. Hence the decision to crush
Oubcek, and oppose the present leadership
in China, Albania, Jugoslavia, Rumania.
The Soviet leaders as self-proclaimed
protagonists of the world proletariat -will

It is paradoxical that ±ha hostility be·
tween imperialists ·can be of assistance to
countries that desire independence from all
of them, but it is a fact.
The Second World
These countries, Western Europe plus
Canada, Japan, New Zealand, Australia, have
a vested interest in maintaining the present
unequal relationship between themselves and
the Third World in terms of dear prices for
manufactur·ed goods and cheap prices for raw
materials, But the growing demands fr~m the
Third World for a new economic order,
coupled with the threat to their own independence presented by the activities of the
superpowers, is forcing the Second World
countries to re-evaluate their relations
with the. Third World.

As Lenin pointed out, the essence of imperialism is the quest for world domination
but the emergence of the superpo~ers has determined that the smaller imperialist states
are no longer in -the race. They are no11
fighting what amounts to a rearguard action
to preserve what they have for as .long as
they can.

This is not to say that the contradictions
betveen the Second and Third Worlds have
been elimin'ated, but conditions now exist
which can facilitate the resolution of
those contradictions'in ways more favourable to the Third World.
The anti-hegemonic forces in the Second
World must, in their own interest, seek ·accommodation with the Third World on the
basis of illutual advantage and common interest in opposing superpower expansion.
Europe is the strategic focal point of
between the superpowers and a5
we are part of Europe this is our home
ground, so to speak. We have both the re·sponsibility and 'the opportunity to influence events in this region and it is here
that we should direct our energies.
c~ntention

Whilst Western Europe is the key area. it
is important to take into account the coun·
tries of r astern Europe where resistance to
Soviet hegemony is developing. Mutu~lly
beneficial trade agreements between the tw~
parts of Europe can be a method of streng~
ening the position of the whole of Europe
vis-a-vis both superpowers. It is also in
both ·their interests that Europe should be
declared a nuclear free lone.
There are those who profess to accept the
Three Worlds' The~ry but who then proceed
to counterpose it to the class struggle
within Britain by aaserting that the main
enemy if the British capitalist class.
This ~as its 111irror image in those who
would damp down class struggle at home in
the mistaken belief that this would assist
in building a united fron.t agai.nst the
superpowers.

The Soviet Union cannot achieve its ambition of world hegemony without first"bringing the whole of Europe under its influence.
likewise, the United States could not even
maintai'nits present positicm relative to
the other superpower if the latter could
draw on the productive c·apacity of Western
Europe to suppl~ment its ovn. This is the
nub of the problem.

Both these attitudes arise from the failure to grasp the fact that the Three Worlds
Theory is itself a class analysis which pro
vides the theoretical basis for a strategy
of. international class struggle. The. 11
lem, therefore, is one of how to relat A
internal to the external class struggles

The defence and continued independence of
W. Europe is the key to resistance to super££Wer expansion} and hence to world peace.
It is necessary for ·Europe to be collectively strong enough to maintain its independ•
en~·e' . wh~lst at .the.· same .time safeguarding
. Th:e sover.eignty of its coristi tuent states.

This presents a problem to those who take
vie~ that all class
struggle in this era is between t11o monoli,
thic classes, the bourgeoisie and the prol·
etarbt. Real li fa is .much more complex_
To understand any situation it is necessar1
to :analyse all the contradictions that exis.t
in that given set of cit'cumstances so thai
the principal contradiction is graspe ~

From such a position of strength it will
be able to take advantage of the contradictions betveen the superpowers in pursuit of
its own interests wHhout hecoming subo·rdi·
nate or dependent upon either of· them.
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the crude, incorrect

Contradicti.ons i thin eyach of these ~,ain
classes, both on a national and an inter·
national: sc~le, must be . thoroughly ur1der·
stood &o as to enable th~ work~ng class to
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mobilise the maximum forces (including sections of the capitalist class) in order to
bring about the desired social change, that
is to resolve the particular contradiction.
Failure to understand, or at least appreciate, this complexity gives rise to a dogmatic approach and consequent isolation from
the mass of the people ~ho are, above all,
concerned with finding ways and means of
finding solutions to the particular problems
which are troubling them. Put into Marxist
term~nology, this means finding ways of re~
solving specific contradictions.
It is difficult to understand' how people
who profess to accept the need for the people of the whole world- to unite to defeat
the superpowers can fail to initiate or
;upport actions which objectively strengthen resistance to them.

TDese 1pure 1 Marxists condemn any compro·
mise or temporary alliance with the capitalist class, or secti~n of it, without .regard to the objactive conditions that make
them nepessary. They assert that unity
11Hh the British capitalist class, or any
section of it, cannot be entertained in any
circumstances.
How co.uld Marxists refuse to support the
line of the present Government in establishing closer links with China, Yugoslavia·,
Rumania? Surely the sale of Harrier Jump
Jets to China and the licensing of aircraft
production faCilities to Rumania will
strengthen the ability of those countries
to maintain their independence, and that is
a good thing? The answer can only be in
the affirmative_.
Perhaps this unity should be limited to
some aspects of foreign policy? But if ve
are concerned with the need to incr·ease the

ability of China and other countries to
maintain their independence, why should we
be indifferent tu the needs of our own
country in this respect?
Should we not. evaluate all the policies
and actions of the establishment in this •

light? .
Should we not go further and display initiative by campai9ning for policies which
will push them further along this road, or
failing that, to demonstrate that they are
dragging their feet in defending Brif(sh
national independence, and so helping people
to disting!Jish friends from enemies?
Snoul~ we not give support ta those
forces that oppose Britain joining the
1snake 1 • the European Monetary System?

Should ~e. not have a political position
regarding the ownership of North Sea oil
and gas. and fishing rights?
Sh\luld we not have a poli Heal posit~on
regarding the response of the caoitalist
states to a Soviet attack?

Should 11e not initiate and support policies and actions which will make Britain
more self-sufficient in food? Should we
not. unite with all who desire to revers€
the decline of manufacturing industry in
Britain, for to talk of resistance to economic and military aggression without paying
attention to providing the material basis
for it is empty phrasemongering. whether it
comes from the Left or the Right.

Because. of the colossal cost of research
and development in the aerospace industry •
it is-uneconomical for Britain to go it
alone in this fiel?, even though it would
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· be technically possible at a pinch. In
this case, should we not campaign for closer
co-operation between the European countries
so as to develop a European industry rather
than allow the Americans to domin~te it and
relegate our aerospace industry to the role
of sub-contractor?
Should we not support thft develop,ent of
a British/European silicone chip te~hnology
rather than be dependent upon the U.S. or
Japan?

are but a few of the problems that
demanding answers ~ because the way
tney are dealt with will strongly influence
British, and hence world, developsent for
many years to come.
Tlfl"se

~rt

To avoid taking an attitude on these issues and campaigning on them is tantamount
to deserting the working class, and it is
not minimised by doing it from a 1left 1 position 11hich relegates practical questions
until "after the revolution•.

We believe that it is in the interests of
the working class ·and the mass of the people
that positive action should be taken on
these and similar issues, and that we
should initiate propaganda, agitation, and
action (whichever is appropriate) to mobilise· mass support for them. We should also
welcome the same thing fro111 people, irrea...·
pective. of the class to which they belong
and whatever their subjective reason for doing so.

The issues we have mentioned are contentious ones' and whilst they have class con,.·:

notations in the sense that the outcome wlll
be objectively beneficial or detrimental to
the vorUng class, the participants are not
clearly divided alonJ_ a_trict c¥itallst v.
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worker lines.

This leads some people to assert that
they are not class contradictions; but all
contradictions in society are class contradictions in essence because. the way in whic'
they are resolved will benefit either one
class or the other in the short~r or longer

term.

This means having a section of the capitalist class as allies for shorter or longer
periods, but t~ prattle about the need for
· class struggle and yet fail to take advantage of potential support from other classas or fros within what is basically an antagonistic class indicates political naivety.

For instance, it is our view, as has already been stated, that a European aerospace technology must be developed in order
to lessen and eventually end any danger of
becoling dependent upon the U.S. For the
British Government to allow British Airways
to put this at risk by buying Boeings in
exchange for a pledge to use Rolls Royce
engines was, to our mind, going against the
long tera interests of the British people.

A fairly wide class spectrum which ranged
fro11 workers and managefllent at British
Aerospace to eapi talist, <1lso took this
view, but both workers and management in
the Rolls Royce Engines Oivision velQomed
the deal because it conformed with their
short term interests.

In praCtive the proble11 ie 111uch more COli•
plex, due to the need to 11aneouvre for PO·
aition within ~he European aerospace indus~
try and to balancebleediate options, but
we use the exaaple to.illustrate a point
regarding class alliances.

Of course, it is much more difficult to
find one 1 s bearings when contradictions are
very complex and interwoven with each other
but those who expect life to be straightfor·~ard and simple should not dabble in politics.

Some of the issues we have mentioned can
be achieved without seriously disturbing ·
the present political and economic set-up
but, to the extent that they are acHieved,
we will have contributed towards building
up resistance to superpower hegemony.
Other, (such as reversing de-industrialisation) 1 may very likely require a change
in the pOlitical balance of forces (the balance of class forces) but that new alignment can only be brought about -~hen the
need for the change is grasped, first by
the politically advanced elements of all
classes, and then by the broad masses.
The role played by the advanced elements
of the workinq class depends entirely on

their ability to analyse concrete contradictions and propose methods of dealing
with them.
The aim at this stage is to resolve the
concrete contradictions as they arise 1 and
in such a way that resistance to the superpowers is enhanced; that is, to strengthen
national sovereignty and at the same time,
unite with other countries which have the
same objective.

Failure to win the working class and the
mass of the pe·opla for this immediate objective will leave the .way open for the
suppor·ters of Social Imperialism to win
support for 'Left' policies which will di·
vide the p~ople and provide the opportu-nity
and the excuse for armed intervention from

· outside the country ~on behalf of the international proletariatn.
The prooability of worsening economic
conditions in the capitalist world make
this a very feasible perspective for Social
Imperialism. In a situation in which there
is internal discontent, fear of war, and an
absence of a viable leadership which provides the people with arr alternative perspective, it is quite conceivable that there
could ba a large body of opinion which
would favour appeasement en the grounds
that there is nothing
fight abo ut.

'to

One way of counterin9 this is to convince
people that they would-be worse off under
Soviet dictatorship than under bourgeois
democracy. There is ~~~it in this argument
but if it is left at that, it can be used
by the most reactionary elements who are
determined to resist social change that is
beneficial to the people. It would at best
be. reduced to the level of defending bourg~
eois democracy as the lesser of two evils.
Furthermore, by link~ng the anti-Soviet
campaian with anti-communism the reaction·
aries ar·e preparing the ground for the suppression of social disqontent on the
grounds that it is communist inspired and
hence must be suppre&sed in the. national
interest.
For those who desire social change the
must be placed on mobilising peo·
ple for resistance to outside interferen~e
in our internal affairs from any quarte~ on
the basis that living standards must be im·
proved and a broader ,popular democracy introduced so that they feel that the country
is worth defending.
emph~sis

In shod, we can unite with the reaction·
aries in opposi tio~ to Soviet hegemonY., but

CONTINUED ON 81\CK PAGE
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REVIEW

DECISION: British Communism

What was ~11 the fuss about?
In 1975, the 34th Congress of the C.P.G.B.
decided to revise the Party Programme. Oaspite its absolute commitment to bourgeois
politics, membership of the Party was steadily declining and a remedy was needed.
George Mathews, former Morning Star editor, was instructed to prepare a new draft
of the Programme 1tThe British Road to Socialismn which, in that phrase beloved of
revisionists the world ' over, would be "a
creative applicatiori of ~iarxism-leninism to
spcific conditions» in Britain.
The dt'a'ft took two years to prepare and
in 19'17 the C.P .&.8~, as if to prove its

bourgeoisification, invited in a
team ~f TV documentary film makers to witness its deliberations on the draft. The
film crew employed the so·called 1 fly on
th~ wall' technique of prolonged ~bserva
tion at close Quarters, combined with the
minimum of narrative.

cor~lete

The result was presented in a three part
study of the tparty and Democracy" which

followed the internal discussions on the
draft as far as its adoption by the 35th
Congress in November 1977.
was surprising was the degree of
dissension caused by the ne~ draft. The·
~h·at

revisionist degeneration of the Party has
been evident for decades. In his pamphlet
•The \lay Forwar~" published in 1964 the
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late Michael McCreery argued that the C.P.
G.B. had ~ ·fully mastered dialectical
materialism and tlius had never gained a
Marxist world view.
After the disbanding of the Comintern in
1943, lapses into social democratic ideology and politics could go unchecked and b-ecame prevalent. These found their mQst
consistent expression in the first draft of
"The British Road to .Socialism" -published
in 1951, which completely obscured fund a·
mental ~1arxist teaching on the ·state,
bourgeois institutions and bourgeois political parties:
"For real democratic advance, the
right.wing labour leaders must be defeated, the policy of the labour Party
transformed, and a fight waged by a
united labour Movement to elect labour
and Communist representatives to Parl·
iament who will carry through a consistent policy of Peace and Socialism~•
The Programme was subsequently revised
but its revisionist essence remained unchanoed. The first edition of "THE MARXIST'
published in December 1966, cited a ·key passage from the Party programme:
•using our traditional insU tutions
and rights, we can transform Parliament
into an effective in~trument of the people1s will, through which the major legislative measures of the change to so·
cialisS~ will be carried. Using the

rights already won in the labour Mov~
ment1s historic struggle for democracy,
we can change capitalist democracy, dominated by wealth and privilege, into socialist democracy where only the interests of the people count.~
Having excised Marxist-Leninist political
content for electoral advantage, surely the
next logical step would be to alter the form
accordingly?
Regrettably for the revisionist leaders of
the C.P.G.B., they were beaten in the race
by their sister parties in France and Italy
who in 1974·5 declared that the transition
to the classless communist society need not
be guarded by a proletarian dictatorship •
an o~tmoded idea, particularly innapropriate
to modern bourgeois democracies.
Regrettably also for Hathews and Co.
there remain within the Party numerous honest members who, although sufficiently
schooled in Partythink to fail to notice
the removal of Marxist-leninist content,
could not fail to see this abandonment of
terminology.

So, for ·example, in the debate at Party
branches throughout the country, there was
a very tangible feeling against the draft.
Speakers pointed out that the proposed Programme did not differentiate between proletarian and bourgeois democracy; that it
defined the dictatorship of the proletariat
as the taking of power by the working class
and others, rather than the working class
supported by others; that the Programme atteq>ted a precise tactical plan for the victory of sociali11, rather than a revolutionary atrategy; that it allotted the vanguard
role in this deaign to left aocial-democrats;
that it enshrined the freedom of operation

of counter-revolutionaries after the 1 revoluti~n1 in pluralism. etc., etc.
(All of which, with the exception of the
last, would have been equally valid objections to the existing Programme~ With re" to plural~sm, Bert Ramelson. chairman
gard
of the committee considering the draft, had
this to say:
'The Tories accept the democratic process; this has always been so in the
historical circumstances in Britain.•
As if the Tories or labour, who never accepted the democratic process in the coloni~s, would accede to it in the im~erialist
h~artland if the interests of the capital.
ist class were endange~d; as if they would
ever accept anything more than the bourgeois
democratic process!)
By the time the Party Congress commanded,
55 composite amendments had been submitted
to the draft • and 40 of these were fundamentally against. However, attention was
focused less on rank and file opposition
than on the opposition of the old die-hards,
shameless propagandists of social-imperialism at E.C. and District level, such as Syd
French, Bill Laithwaite and Eric Trevitt
whose fundamental objection centred on the
new Programme's drift to 1Eurocommunism 1
and its ostensible challenge to the ideolo·
gical hegemony of Moscow.
As such people have used their positions
of authority within the Party to stifle discussion on the road the Party has taken
over the years, the debate was hardly one
between 1Stalinist hardlinera1 and those
who looked for electoral success.
This, however, was how it vas presented.
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.'
And with opponents like French, the nev
draft needed few allies. The Colli11unist
Party leaders, he inveighed without a hint
of irony, are trying to prove themselves
more democratic than the bourgeoisie!
French eventually defected to found the
New Communist Party and his exit was followad by about 600 others. But as the Central
Committee were aware, opponents to the new
draft remained within the Party as well.
Loyalty to. the Partt! (or Let 1s forget
about politics)
Fearing further division within the Party
and unable to call for a stand on political
principles, the advocates of the draft were
forced to rely on the old battle cry of loyalty to the Party • one suspects that thia
factor plays an aver increasing role with
the aging membership.
Reuben Falber, Deputy Chairman of the
C.P.G.B. and Irena Brennan, member of the
Political Committee, ware especially adept
at emphasising the importance of sticking
by the organisation despite variance with
its political line.
Agenuine Marxist-leninist Party employing the democratic centralist method will,
of course, expect wholehearted implementation of its policy decisions. Here, however, was a 'leadership' invoking loyalty
before policy had been decided and atte~t
ing to curtail discussion on the draft by
warning that inner-Party democracy was
threatened by an excess of liberalia•.
To vhat deg~ee this appeal succeeded in
winning the day for the leadership at Congress ia a 1atter of speculation. The CoaIUnist Party ~f Great Britain is on~ o~ the
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most conservative political forces on the
scene. lack of proper discussion and absence of politir.al education encourages the
membership to accept auto•atically policy
proposed by the leadership. Leave it to
the politicians - t~ey know best.
Such political education as is conducted
was well revealed by the fact that the
amendment on pluralism - a Socialist Government would stand down if defeated at the
Polls - received more branch support than
any other. Both factions are merely concerned with the conventions of bourgeois democracy. The concept of a much broader
proletarian democracy which will consolidate
the power of the people is not even considered;
The 1hardliners 1 who opposed the draft,
like Renate Simpaon, found it difficult not
only to muster suffici~nt support among the
delegates, but also to find a suitable
mechanism for opposing the text, root and
branch, as being unHarxist-Leninist. Her
motion to refer the draft back on this
basis was defeated by a 5 to 1 majority.
(In fact of the thousand or so amendments
submitted and not acceptable to the Political Committ~e, only nine were debated at
Congress.)
· ;For the hardline revisionists, the advanttge of the old programme was that its
couching in Karxist-Leninist terminology
pioovided a disguise~ The Progra111me could
·be all things to all men.
As it now stands, the strategic line of
the Co~aunist Party is that communis• will
be inaugurated by a series of Co••unistbacked left Govern~ents. The·whole historic period of transition, the proletar1111
dictatorship, will ao~ehov be jUiped.

What other possible interpretation can
there be?
fraternal Relations
The final part of the docuNentary concerned itself with the Party 1s view on international relations. On the one hand were the
'Soviet Union can do no wrong• school. As
it was the 60th anniversary of the Bolshevik revolution, Congress was graced with the
presence of a Politbureau member of the
C.P.s.u. The Political Committee here patently feared that this occasion would be
marred by criticism of Soviet foreign policy. Its proposed resolution, to be moved
from the Chair, was the usual uncritical
adulation applauding the successes and
achievements of socialism in the U,S.S.R• .
'the Mightiest country in the socialist
camp•.
On the other hand were those who could
not honestly square Russia's line on state
and Party sovereignty vith its invasion of
Czechoslovakia. Moreover, they clearly
felt uneasy about the Brezhnev doctrine of
'li,ited sovereignty' - and said so. To
give the resolution the authority of the
Chair was unfair.
'Enough of thit', said hardline prosocial iiPerialist Irene Srennan:•I could go into Congreas and move
that no debate take place on this resolution. And I would get that vote!'
It suffices to mention, she continued,
that we have 'differences regarding policy
and practice•. The resolution is not about
socialist democracy. It is about the 60th
anniversary.
'Are ve really going to let it 00 by
without larking this special event?•

Perhaps she had aecond thoughts, despite
her confidence. The delegates found, vhen
the resolution had been ~aved, that the opportunity for debate had suddenly been removed, They could either vote for or against. Inevitably there were fev vith the
conviction or the courage.
Objectively, the critics of the u.s.s.R.
within the Party can only enhance the C.P.
G.8. 1s influence, The role played by
social imperialist in world affairs will
inevitably reduce still further the little
support the u.s.s.R. still enjoys.
However, in no country have the Eurocommunists split from. the ideological camp led
by Moscow on the fundamental issues, There
is a very strong case for arguing that they
are a more dangerous fifth column than the
outright advocates of Soviet eXPansionist.
Until they do split on the fundamental
questions, a healthy cynicia. must be maintained.
To what degree do the changes in policy
o·:' the revisionist parties in Western Europe
over the past 20-odd years rPflect the development of the u.s.s,R. from a revision·
ist into a social-imperialist st•te7
Irene Brennan1 s parting aside to her
neighbour on the platfore • 'Recommend to
the new E.C. that they don't have another
Party Congress for the next 20 years! 1 •
may vell have been said in jert. But thara
are certainly those who would welcome 'liberation' by Russian troops as a quick routeto 'socialis~' and an end to this type of
political activity.
Would Russian troops stand dovn at the
Polls ••••·•?
Oc.tober '918
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
productive capacity by closing dovn the
least efficient (least profitable) firms
and concentrating production in the remainder, thus rationalising the situation in an
orderly way, but nevertheless in accordance
with the lavs of the aarket.;· that is, by
cutting back production ·until it corresponds vith effective demand.
This destruction of productive capacity
is justified in capitalist teras on the
grounds that it enables the re1ainder to
operate at a profit. It cannot be justified in tenas of social benefit because it
involves wanton destruction of wealth vhich
i~overishes society as a whole.

these become • a social problea' vhich is
outside their control. This attitude alao
conveniently 'forgett 1 that computefl and
related technology vill also reduce the
number of jobs in the aer.vice industrial,
but of course 'this is a social proble•'·
No aatter at which aspect of society one
looks, the two roads are 1anifest but there
is only one that can benefit the· people.

•

•

•

.. . ..

*

In our next itsue ve will examine hov the
Industrial Strategy of the present government measures up in this respect. In the
meantime, com~nta please.
.hlly 1978

,

This contrast in attitude is in evidence
in the current debate concerning the social
i~Pact of '~ilicon chip' technology.

CO.NTINilD FROM PAGE 17

From any logical standpoint vhich takes
social cost and social benefit as the criterion, it vould seem obvious that as production and need equalise, the thing to do
will be to reduce the hours of work, first
of the producers and then for society as a
whole, so that all can participate equally
in work and leisure.

whilst they will try to do it by restrict.
ing deeocracy in case it interferes with
their class privileges; ve vould do it by
fighting to extend popular democracy so
that people can take a greater control over
their ovn livee. In this way the reaction·
aries in Britain could be linked with the
Soviet leaders as enemies of democracy because they both fear the people.

The eaployers, being practicians of capitalist econolics, see the future in ter•s
of 're•aining coapetitive' and this means
greater exploitation of labour so as to re•ain profitable and in business. Shorter
hours could result in a lover rate of profit and vill therefore be resisted, irrespective of the social consequences.

One final word • the tain Military threat
to the independence of Western Europe co~es
from the Soviet Union. We have no cont.l·
dance that popular resistance to it can be
effectively mobilised within the limitation•
imposed by bourgeoie democracy, but the in·
adequacy of the latter can only be demonatrated in practice by mobilising people,
particularly at their place of vork, on 11·
When pretseo to aay what vill happen to
sues which directly affect thea and can be
the people displaced, the stock answer is
aasociated vith defence of national sovereignty, for in the final analysis it is the
'find the• jobs in the service industries'.
working class who have most to gain by upFor the• it is a convenient get out because
helding national independence.
·
having got rid of their surplus workers~
October 1978
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